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Historic Notes and Documents:
The Mix Diaries
by Gayle Penner
n the evening of March 22, 1836, Capt. Mervine P. Mix,
U.S.N., brought the USS Concord to anchor in Key West
harbor. The island was a good place to repair several
damaged sails and to rest after the long voyage from the
Portsmouth Navy Yard in New Hampshire. The Concord, 127 feet
long with a 17-foot draft and mounting 18 guns, was one of the
navy's finest sloops-of-war. Under its first commander, Matthew C.
Perry, the Concord traveled some 2,800 miles, visiting ports in
Russia, France, Spain, Italy, and the Greek Islands. With Mix in
command, the ship sailed from one end of the Gulf of Mexico to
the other, assigned as an integral part of the West India Squadron
to provide naval support during concurrent conflicts-the struggle
between Texas and Mexico, and the Second Seminole War.'
While the crew patched up the Concords lower yards, Mix
wrote to William A. Whitehead, the Key West Collector of Customs:
Gayle Penner is Assistant Librarian and an archivist in Special Collections at the
University of South Florida, Tampa. She would like to thank Dr. Derrie Perez,
Larry Heilos, Dr. Robert P. Ingalls, and Dr. Gary R. Mormino for their assistance.
1. Private Journal of M.P. Mix,22 March 1836, Special Collections, University of
South Florida, Tampa. The CmLcord was built at the Portsmouth Navy Yard in
1827, launched in 1828, and placed into commission in 1830. It sailed to
Florida with 170 officers and sailors plus a detachment of thirty-three
marines; Howard I. Chappelle, The Histoy of the American Sailing N a y : The
Ships and Their Dme-t
(New York, 1959), 358. Perry, renowned for his
expedition to Japan in 1852, commanded the Concord from April 1830 to
December 1832;John H. Schroeder, Mattheu CalbraithPeny: Antebellum Sailor
and Diplomat (Annapolis, Md., 2001), 5867.
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U.S. Ship Concord
Off Key West
March 23, 1836
Sir,
I take the liberty of communicating to you a fact that
seems to have been overlooked by the Treasury
Department, viz; the want of buoys on the rocks in this
harbor. They are situated S.S.E. from Key West Light
House, distant three miles.
The U.S. Ship Concord, under my command, struck
upon them yesterday; and they are exactly in the line of
ships making into the harbor, one of them not having
more than twelve feet of water over it. They are almost
unknown to the pilots, and if they are not buoyed off may
be the cause of great injury to our commerce, as well as of
danger to our ships of war and merchant vessels. . . .

I am very respectfully,
Your Obedient Servant
M.P. Mix, Commander2
Hazardous situations concerned Mix, a veteran officer with
more than twenty years of sailing experience on a dozen different
ships. His distinguished naval career began in September 1813,
the same month Isaac Chauncey took charge of the American
Squadron on Lakes Erie and Ontario during the War of 1812. Mix
distinguished himself under Chauncey's authority. In early
November 1813, while commanding the warship Growk, he captured the British sloop Elzzabeth and the Mary Hatt, a British merchantman. When he helped defeat Sir James Yeo in a spirited
1814 battle, Commodore Chauncey rewarded Mix with a ship
board promotion from sailing master to lie~tenant.~
2.

3.

M.P. Mix Letter Book, 22 March 1836, Special Collections, University of
South Florida, Tampa. William A. Whitehead served as the port's first collector of customs from 4 January 1831 to 21 March 1838; U.S. Customs
Service, A BiographicalDimctory of the United States Cwtotns Service, 1771-1989,lst
ed. (Washington, D.C., 1985);Thelma Peters, "William Adee Whitehead's
Reminiscences of Key West," T w t a 25 (1965): 342.
Mix was born circa 1787 in Connecticut and entered the navy on 22
September 1813; American State P a w : Naval Affairs, 4 vols. (Washington,
D.C., 1832-1861), 4: 764; hereafter cited as ASPNA. According to historian
Robert Malcomson, "Promotionfrom sailing master to lieutenant was rare
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During the generally peaceful years following the war with the
British, Mix perfected his nautical skills on ships of various sizes,
classes, and functions. In the early 1820s, he cruised the Gulf of
Mexico with the West India Squadron and Commodore David
Porter. By the time he attained the rank of master commandant
in 1831, he had served on two ships of the line, several sloops and
schooners, a brig, and a store ship. When Secretary of the Navy
Mahlon Dickerson sent him to the Gulf of Mexico in January 1836,
Mix had distinguished himself from several dozen commanders
who were "waiting orders" and could have been chosen for the
important assignmenta4
Although few details of his family and personal life have been
discovered, Mix almost certainly received some education; he was
intelligent, industrious, skillful, and above all, creative. He served
on the Naval Courts-Martial for the New York station and the executive committee of the Naval Lyceum. While stationed on the
Delaware during a cruise to Labrador, he invented a safety device
for lowering the ship's anchor. While commanding the Concord in
the spring of 1836, he constructed a signpost for ships navigating
the tricky entrance to Tampa Bay.5
Mix also excelled as a writer, most notably while engaged in
the Gulf campaigns. His elegantly penned private journal and

4.

5.

and indicated the high esteem in which the commodore held Mix"; Lords of
the Lake: The Naval War on Lalee Ontario, 1812-1814 (Annapolis, Md., 1998),
384 n 34. Congress confirmed his promotion on 14 December 1814; ASPNA
1: 367.
Mix received his commission on 3 March 1831; ASPNA 4: 764. Commanders
of ships were commonly addressed as "Captain," regardless of official rank.
Mahlon Dickerson, a former governor and U.S.Senator from New Jersey,
served as the tenth Secretary of the Navy from 1July 1834 to 30 June 1838;
Patrick W. Strauss, "Mahlon Dickerson," in American Secretaes of the Navy, ed.
Paolo E . Coletta, 2 vols. (Annapolis, Md., 1980), 1: 155-63. For evidence of
"waiting orders," see ASPNA 4: 637. Mix commanded the Decoy, a storeship,
during his first cruise with the West India Squadron; Gardner W. Allen, Our
N a y an the West Indian Pirates (Salem, Mass., 1929), 96.
Mix was appointed to the Naval Courts-Martial in 1821; ASPNA 2: 50. The
Naval Lyceum, a cultural organization formed in New York in 1833by a group
of naval officers, collected "boob, maps, charts, pictures, drawings, minerals,
shells, coins, curiosities, &cnfor their library and museum; "The United States
Naval Lyceum," Milita7y and Naval Magazine 2 (February 1834): 35558. Mix
and his family contributed several books, copper coins, and various shells to
the Lyceum; James Cheevers, Associate Director and Senior Curator, U.S.
Naval Academy Museum, to author, 24 April 2002. For an overview, see S. de
Cristofaro, "The Naval Lyceum," United States Naval Institute Proceedings 77
(August 1851): 868-73.
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his extensive correspondence, recorded in a letter book, include
vivid first-hand accounts of the early stages of the Second
Seminole War (1835-1842). Collectively known as the "Mix
Diaries," the two manuscripts chronicle naval operations, troop
movements, scouting expeditions, and engagements with the
Indians. His striking sketches of Key West, Tampa Bay, and
Pensacola, along with poignant descriptions of the Seminoles,
add a unique perspective-that of a naval officer-to the prodigious body of contemporary eyewitness literature of Florida in
the 1 8 3 0 ~ . ~
Through good fortune, the University of South Florida
Library recently acquired the Mix Diaries, and a team of librarians and historians has transcribed them. Both manuscripts,
though more than 165 years old, remain in excellent condition,
intact, and remarkably legible. Mix composed his private journal
between January 12, 1 8 3 6 t h e date he accepted command of
the Concord and joined the West India Squadron-and August 15,
1837, the date the navy granted his request for a leave of absence.
His letter book, compiled between March 1836 and February
1837, includes copies of correspondence to government officials,
military officers, Concord crew members, and captains of other
vessels.'
From headquarters at the Pensacola Navy Yard, Commodore
Alexander J. Dallas directed the Gulf activities of the Concord and
the other vessels of the West India Squadron. Since its activation
in 1823, the squadron (one of five fleets the U.S. Navy deployed
around the world) maintained an anti-piracy presence throughout
the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and West Indies. Instead of
operating as a traditional fleet with organized maneuvers and exer-

6.

7.

John Bemrose, Reminkmces of the Second Seminole War, ed. John K. Mahon
(Gainesville, Fla., 1966);Meyer M. Cohen, Notites of J b i d u and t k Campaigns,
facsimile ed. (Gainesville, Fla., 1964); Henly Prince, Amidst a Stmm of Bullets:
T k aary of Lt. Hen9 Aim in J b d u , 18361842, ed. Frank Laumer (Tampa,
Fla., 1998); George A. McCall, Letters jEont the Enmtiers (Philadelphia, 1868);
Woodburne Potter, The War in Ridu (Baltimore, 1836);John T. Sprague,
On'gin, h g r e s s and Conclusion of the liaorida War (New York, 1848).
The University of South Florida Library acquired the Mix Diaries from a contributor in Maine. Apparently, at one time, they were in the possession of
Miss Rose Mix, who inscribed her name and 'great grand daughter of Capt.
M.P. Mix" inside the front cover of the letter book. Carol Ann Borchert, Paul
E. Camp, Brian J. Falato,Jana Futch Martin, and Katherine M. Whitley assisted in diligently transcribing the diaries.
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cises, the ships generally cruised individually, responding to tactical orders issued by Dallas, Secretary Dickerson, and other official~.~
As tensions between Texas and Mexico escalated in the summer of 1835,various sloops, schooners, steamers, and revenue cutters protected American merchant ships caught up in the conflict.
When Secretary Dickerson added the Concord to the squadron,
Mix expected to join the Vandalia, St. Louis, Warren, and Grampus
then on rotation in the western Gulf. "I am informed by the
Secretary," he wrote, "that my cruising ground is to be the coast of

exa as."^
In the fall of 1835, when Brigadier General Duncan L. Clinch,
USA, requested the navy's help in rounding up Seminoles, the
sloop Vandalia was ordered to patrol Florida's coast between
Charlotte Harbor and Tampa Bay. Clinch, then commander of a
small-and in his opinion, inadequate-force of U.S. troops, had
been negotiating with the Seminoles for several years. He hoped
they would surrender peacefully but anticipated trouble. With the
navy's help, he planned to corral the Seminoles at Fort Brooke,
load them on transports, and send them to Indian Territory, west
of the Mississippi. Even though several thousand men, women,
and children eventually migrated, just as many refused to leave
their Florida homeland. A number of hostile outbreaks, including

Alexander J. Dallas, former commandant of the Pensacola Navy Yard,
assumed command of the West India Squadron on 16 July 1835; Twentieth
Century BiographicalDictiona7y of Notable Americans, 10 vols. (Boston, 1904), vol.
3. One reporter described him as "a prudent and vigilant officer, which gives
the citizens h l l confidence in him"; Anny & N a y Chronicle 5 (4 February
1836): 75. The law "authorizing an additional naval force for the suppression
of piracy" passed on 20 December 1822, and by February 1823, Commodore
David Porter commanded seventeen vessels; Report from the Navy
Department, 12January 1825, in ASPNA 2: 185. The other squadrons were
stationed in the Pacific, Mediterranean, East Indies, and off the coast of
Brazil; House Report 205 (291) Serial 261. For the early years of the West
India Squadron, see Allen, Our N a y , 2440. George E. Buker, Swamp Sailors:
&mine Waqare tin t h E v e , 1835-1842 (Gainesville,Fla., 1975), 3,31, analyzes single-ship operations. For the squadron's Gulf activities, see Report of
the Secretary of the Navy, in House Document 2 (242) Serial 301,443. This
report also appears in N i h Regrsier51 (17 December 1836): 252.
9. R Jack Bauer, "The United States Navy and Texas Independence: A Study in
Jacksonian Integrity," Militaq Aflairs 34 (April 1970): 44-48, examines the
Texas-Mexico situation. For the vessels in commission with the West India
Squadron, see ASPNA 4: 672; M.P. Mix to Capt. Thomas T. Webb, 30 March
1836, Mix Letter Book.

8.
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From John Lee Williams, The Territory of Fbri&z: Or, Sketches of the Topography, Civil
and Natural History, of the Ccruntq, the Climate, and the Indian Tribes, from the First
Discovery to the * s a t Time, with a Map, Views, &c. (New York: A.T. Goodrich,
1837).
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the massacre of Major Francis L. Dade and his troops in December
1835, left little doubt about Seminoles' resistance to removal.1°
By the time Mix and the tZmzm-d arrived at Tampa Bay from Key
West at the end of March 1836, the Vandabwas scheduled to return
to Pensacola for supplies and repairs. Commodore Dallas delayed the
Concard's cruise to the Texas coast, asking Mix to continue operations
at Tampa, the main anchorage for Fort Brooke and the centralized
location for naval activities. During the spring and summer of 1836,
while the Concmd se~vedas a base of operations for a detachment of
marines and several revenue cutters, Mix directed scouting expeditions along the coast, south to Charlotte Harbor and Sarasota and
north to the Withlacoochee River, St. Marks, and Tallaha~see.~~
The following selections, drawn from both Mix manuscripts
and presented in chronological order, highlight several of the
10. The Vandalia also received orders to blockade any illegal trade in arms and
slaves between the Seminoles and Spanish fishermen; Buker, Swamp Sailors,
3536. For Clinch's request, see Mahlon Dickerson to AlexanderJ. Dallas, 29
October 1835, in The Tm'tmial Papers of the United States, Vol. 22-26: The
Territory of Mda, 1834-1839, comp. and ed. Clarence E. Carter (Washington,
D.C., 1960), 25: 190-91; Rembert W. Patrick, Aristocrat in U n g m : General
Duncan L. Clinch (Gainesville, Fla., 1963). The Vandalia, launched in
Philadelphia in 1828, sailed to Japan with Perry in 1852 and later took part in
the Civil War; Buker, Swamp Sailors, 18 n 3. For Dade's Massacre and a full
description of the war, see John K. Mahon, H h t q ofthe Second Seminole War,
1835-1842, rev. ed. (Gainesville, Fla., 1985); Grant Foreman, Indian Removal:
TheEmigratwn of the Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Norman, Okla., 1932), 315.
Florida territorial governor John H. Eaton estimated a force of three thousand armed Seminoles, including blacks; Gen. Winfield Scott to R Jones, Adj.
Gen., U.S.A., 16 February 1836, in House Document 78 (252) Serial 323,351.
11. The Treasury Department loaned several revenue cutters, including the Dexter,
Washington,Jgemn,and Dallas to the Navy to transport teams of sailors and
marines into shallow areas along the coast In 1832, at the time of its official move
h m the Department of Navy to the Treasuxy, the Revenue Cutter Service consisted of ninety-two officers and eighteen vessels; Horatio Davis Smith, E d y
History of the Undid States Reuaue Marine Smrice or (United States Reuaue Culler
Seroice)17891849 (Washington, D.C., 1989), %37. For the cutters operating in
Florida, see Record of Mooamats: V'LF of the United States Coast
1793
Dacember 31, 1933, 2 201s. (Washington, D.C., 1989), 1: 129-35. The t3nc&
ConrWion, St. Louis, and Vandalicr transported more than sixty marines to
Tampa Bay during the first six months of 1836. By the end of the year, over three
hundred officers and men were deployed in Florida. At first, the marines protected navy ships, military posts, convoys, and exwtions, then later engaged the
Seminoles alongside sailors, soldiers, and volunteers; Edwin H. Simmons, "The
United States Marines on the GulfCoast," in The M&q A - e r m an the Gulf k t ,
ed. Wfiam S. Coker (Pensacola, Fla., 1978), 68; Joseph G. Dawson III, With
Fidelity and Effectiveness: Archibald Henderson's Lasting Legacy to the U.S.
Marine Corps,"J o u d of Milzta7y Histcrry 62 (October 1998): 741; Allan R Millett,
SemW F a : TheH i s w ofthe United Stah Marine Gqbs (NewYork, 1980), 71-73.
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"Barracks and Tents at Fort Brooke in Tampa Bay" (Charleston, S.C., 1837), lithograph. Counksy of the M d a Photographic CoWion, TTaUahussee.

naval operations launched from Tampa Bay between March and
August 1836. During this period Mix recorded his views on
Territorial Florida along with his observations and impressions of
the Seminoles.l2
March 22nd
The Island of Key West is long, narrow and barren,
producing little else than lemons and bananas, and these
in small quantities. The inhabitants are, of course,
dependent upon the main for most or all of the articles of
subsistence. The town, or rather city of Key West, (for it
is, it appears, incorporated as such) has a population of
from 400 to 500, and derives its importance from its local
situation, especially its harbor, which, tho' small, is said to
be very safe, and the only one for a great distance along
the coast. The inhabitants are all engaged, it is said,
12. Mix described many of his expeditions, only some of which are included here.
The remaining portions of his journal and letter book chronicle his assignments with the West India Squadron, primarily in the western Gulf. While he
usually expressed himself in clear, logical, and complete sentences, he also
consistently misspelled certain words such as "detatchment," and used a
remarkable number of dashes and c a p i d . Most of these grammatical muddles have been updated, for smoother reading.
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directly or indirectly in the business of wreckers, that is, of
saving as far as may be, ships and vessels that have been
wrecked and their cargoes-bringing them into Key West,
where a court has its stated settings-and decide upon the
amount or per cent for salvage &c.
There are several small islands or keys in the neighborhood of Key West, and these, together with the groups
scattered over the Baharna Banks, where the navigation is
exceedingly difficult and very dangerous, cause the
destruction, yearly, of a very large amount of property.
There is published at Key West a small, but well executed newspaper, called the "Key West Inquirer" by J.
~tkinson.
l3
March 29th
Arrived off the mouth of Tampa Bay, and on the 30th
sent a boat, in charge of Lieut. Ellison, on shore.14
April 2nd

. . . The town of Tampa is some twenty miles distant
at the head of the Bay, and contained about forty
dwelling houses some two months since, at which time
the owners and occupants set fire to them and destroyed
to prevent their destruction by the Seminole Indians, who
have committed many depredation and barbarity in the
neighborhood. The inhabitants such as have been
unable to escape now live within the fort or in tents so
near it as that they may be protected by it, but in a state
of great discomfort or suffering from the difficulty of getting sufficient food and other necessaries. The town was
13. In 1834, a Key West observer said the dues collected by Customs were "derived
from wrecked cargoes of foreign vessels, which are brought into the harbor
and there disposed of, either by public sale, or by private composition with
the owners, and the consequence is that every person resident on the island
is engaged in one out of only two occupations; he is either a government officer, or he is a wrecker"; Militay and Naval Magazine 3 (March 1834): 19. Jesse
Atkinson published the Key West Inquirerfrom 1834 until the autumn of 1836;
Douglas C. McMurtrie, "The Beginnings of Printing in Florida," F b d u
Historical Quarterly 23 (October 1944): 90.
14. The Concmd sailed from Key West on 26 March 1836. Lt. Francis B. Ellison
was born in New York and entered the navy on 28 May 1819; ASPNA 4: 770.
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situated on elevated ground and is represented always to
have been remarkably pleasant and healthy, particularly
so for Florida.
Fish are found in the bay in great variety and abundance, sheepshead and pompano especially. Both are
excellent and rich fish. Oysters also are taken in great
abundance, and are said to be very good.
The islands in the bay are low and formed of sand and
shells, and are covered with the palmetto, a beautiful tree,
and the mangrove, with an underbrush of laurel, prickly
pear, and a few other shrubs, and sprinkled over with a
variety of pretty wildflowers.
The U.S. ship Vandalia, Captain Webb, is at anchor
near the fort.I5
April 6th
The Concord got under way this morning from the
anchorage in Tampa Bay and went to sea. There is in the
fort, at Tampa, about two hundred men including
invalids, and the garrison is commanded by Major Sands
of the U.S. Army.16

15. McCall commented on Tampa Bay's abundance of redfish, sheepshead,
drum, flounder, sole, mullet, and sea trout in 1823; Letters, 139. When Gen.
Edmund P. Gaines conducted an official inspection in 1827, he declared Fort
Brooke "one of the most healthful posts south of NewYorkU;Gaines to Roger
Jones, 30 January 1827, in American State Papers: Military Affairs, 7 vols.
(Washington, D.C., 1832-1861), 4: 115. Capt. Thomas T. Webb was born in
Virginia and entered the Navy on 1January 1808. Before the Vandalia, he was
assigned to the John Adam, A& and Macehian, and later commanded the
schooner Shark; ASPNA 1: 458,2: 783,s: 794,4: 674.
16. The Concord, in need of provisions and a few repairs, left Tampa on 6 April,
arrived the Pensacola Navy Yard on 9 April, and returned to Tampa on the
23rd. Maj. Richard M. Sands entered the army on 20 May 1813and received
his commission on 30 April 1829; Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register of the
United States Anny, from Its Organization, SqJtember 29, 1789, to September 29,
1889, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C., 1890), 1: 570. Sands left New Orleans on
9 February with Lt. Col. David E. Twiggs and three hundred volunteers on
board the David Brown for Florida; Amy &? Navy Chronicle 2 (25 February
1836): 124. When Gen. Gaines withdrew from Fort Brooke on 14 February
with one thousand troops, he left Sands in command of the fort "with about
150 effective men"; Ibid. (10 March 1836): 131. Henry Prince dates the
death of a Maj. Sands on the Suwannee on 31 September 1836; Amidst a
Stonn, 58.
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April 9th
Came to anchor yesterday afternoon in the harbor of
Pensacola, where I found the Constellation, Commodore
Dallas, with which ship I exchanged salutes.17
April 12th
Pensacola is . . . situated on the western margin of the
Bay, which is a very spacious and beautiful sheet of water.
It is one of the oldest settlements in Florida, and altho' the
streets are regularly laid out, the town, or rather city!!! (for
it is such) has a very antiquated appearance. This arises in
some measure from the mode or style of building, the
lower or basement story being generally of brick, and the
upper of wood-and the absence of paint and of window
blinds does not add to their cheerful aspect. The few public buildings here, as the churches, &c are small but pretty-the public square quite so. It is covered with grass
plats and bordered with fig trees, now in full leaf, but
might be much improved by adding flowering shrubs, and
a greater number of ornamental trees.
Pensacola has a population of about 1200 inhabitants,
who derive their support principally from a very limited
local trade, and the public money scattered among them
as a naval station, the rendezvous of the W. India
Squadron, and a military post.
Companies have vely recently been chartered, and
the stock taken up, to construct a rail road from Pensacola
to Blakly in Alabama, and another to Columbus in
Georgia, and great benefit is anticipated for Pensacola
when these projects shall be completed, particularly the
latter-as it is expected that a large and productive trade
(at least carrying trade) will be diverted from
Appalachicola. The road will intersect at Columbus the
great chain of rail road communication between New York
and New Orleans, now in the course of completion.
1'7. The Constellation, a thirty-six-gun secondclass frigate and flagship for
Commodore Dallas, was built in Baltimore in 1797 by David Stodder. It previously served in the Quasi-War with France, the War of 1812, and the Opium
War; Lincoln P. Paine, Ships of the World: An Historical Encyclopedia (Boston,
1997), 1 19-20; ASPNA 4: 672.
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The Bay is of great extent, and capable of receiving
any number of ships in safety, and is protected at its
entrance by two fortifications--one, Fort Pickens, at Santa
Rosa Point, which, it is said, when completed, will mount
250 guns. The other fort is on Foster's Island, nearly
opposite, which is intended to be a very strong fortress,
tho' not as extensive as Fort Pickens.
The Navy Yard is some two miles above the forts, and
some six miles below the town, and its local situation is
well adapted to the purposes to which it is applied.
The houses appropriated to the use of the officers of
the yard as also the other public buildings within the yard
have not only the appearance of durability, but some of
them are handsome. The shade and ornamental trees
that have been already set out, and the grass plots that are
forming, together with the little improvements of a like
character that are in progress must, in doing, add much to
the cheerful, if not beautiful appearance of the yard.
The soil in the immediate neighborhood of
Pensacola, and indeed for many miles in the interior, is
said to be quite barren and unfit for cultivation.
At the head of the Bay, clay suitable for bricks, and
timber that may be converted into building materials are
found in abundance.
The hospital, a spacious edifice, is about a mile below
the N. Yard, near the shore, has neat walks in front, and is
surrounded by the magnolia and other beautiful shade
trees. Near it is a neat dwelling for the use of the medical
officers.
Still farther on, near the Light House, is the old fort
taken possession of by General Jackson during the
Seminole War. The walls appear to be still entire, tho'
probably of great age.18

18. The West India Squadron moved its headquartersfrom Key West to Pensacola
in 1825. "The station at that place [KeyWest] having been found unhealthy,
a surrender of the buildings occupied by the War Department, at Pensacola,
was obtained for the purpose, and arrangements made, early in the spring,
for the removal of the stores, &c., to them";Annual Report of the Secretary
of the Navy, 2 December 1825, in ASPNA 2: 99. The Alabama, Florida &
Georgia Rail Road Company was formed in 1835; George W. Pettengill Jr.,
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April 15th
A light wind springing up, the ship was enabled to get
to sea, this afternoon, from Pensacola (Navy Yard), the
U.S. Rev. Cutter Washington, Captain Ezekiel Jones, in
company.lg
April 19th
The weather since leaving Pensacola has been alternately clear and cloudy, tho' generally pleasant. During
most of the last night there was vivid lightning and heavy
thunder, accompanied by showers of rain. This is the second thunder storm of the season, thus far. As the wind has
either been very light, or ahead, our progress has been
very slow.2o
April 23rd
We came up the Bay yesterday with a strong breeze,
but as the wind came out ahead were compelled to let go
the anchor some five or six miles below the Vandalia, at 6
o'clock p.m.21
The Story of the Florida Railroads: 1834-1903 (Boston, 1952); Charles H.
Hildreth, "Railroads Out of Pensacola, 1833-1883," Florida Histwicd Quarterly
37 (January-April1959): 397417. Dr. Isaac Hulse entered the navy on 12 May
1823. He became the fleet surgeon for the West India Squadron and also
supervised the Pensacola navy hospital; ASPNA 4: 774; Charles J. Werner, Dr.
Isaac H u h , Sulgeon, U.S. N a y , 1797-1856: His Life and dtters (New York,
1922). Engineers expected Fort Pickens, when completed, to hold 260 guns,
20 mortars, and 28 carronades; Secretary of War, 9 February 1827, in House
Document 88 (141) Serial 152. For Jackson and the First Seminole War, see
Cmesponhce Between Gen. Andrm Jackson and John C. C a h u n (Washington,
D.C., 1831).
19. Capt. Ezekiel Jones, a United States Revenue Marine, commanded the cutter
Washington on coastal expeditions from Charlotte Harbor to Tampa. The vessel, which had been built in New York in 1832, was returned to the Treasury
Department in 1837 and soon after retired from service; Recurd of M o u m t s ,
1: 129-35.
20. Mix maintained detailed daily reports and monthly logs on weather conditions, and he consistently recorded the number of Concard crew on the sick
list. He also routinely described incidents aboard ship and at sea, noted passing vessels, and recorded news brought by travelers. Neither manuscript,
however, contains any personal information, letters or references to his family, reminiscences about past cruises, or other significant events in his personal life.
21. The Concord generally anchored at the entrance to Tampa Bay, near Egmont
or Passage Key.
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April 25th

Letter to Capt. Thomas T. Webb, U.S.S. Vandalia,
Tampa Bay
Sir,

I deem it my duty to send you a copy of an order of the
Commander in Chief, Commodore Dallas, directing
Captain Jones of the Revenue Cutter Washington to
"report to me to be employed on the coast of Florida, in
such manner as I may deem most expedient for the public interest."
I shall have this ship's launch and 1st cutter in readiness for an expedition on the 27th inst. And if you have
no objections, it is my wish to send the cutter and the
boats to the mouth of the Amazura.
Will you be pleased to give me your views on the subject, that I may make the necessary preparati~ns?~~
April 30th
Letter to Commodore AlexanderJ. Dallas, Pensacola
Sir,

. . . The post [Fort Brooke] is situated at the head of
Hillsboro Bay, twelve miles from Gadsden's Point and
fourteen miles from this anchorage being the nearest
point of approach for a ship of the Concord's draught of
water. It seems to me to have been situated more for the
beauty of the situation, than for its capabilities of defense
in a military point of view. It consists of a stockade, not
capable of containing more that two or three hundred
men, located on a projection of land in Hillsboro Bay.
The depot of provisions is situated half a mile from it on
the river running into the head of the bay.
The volunteers are now embarking, which will reduce
the force to between two and three hundred regular
troops?aforce in my opinion inadequate to the defense of
22. Amazura was an early name for the Withlacoochee River; James Clarence
Simpson, A Armisional Gazdteer ofFlmida Place Names of Indian Derivation, ed.
Mark Boyd (Tallahassee, Fla., 1956), 134.
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the place. The Indians are assembling in all directions,
with a determination, as they threaten to destroy the fisheries in the bay, and to burn the transports at anchor in
Hillsboro harbor, or such of them as may remain after the
departure of the volunteers.
A force of about seven hundred men, regular troops
and volunteers, were sent out on the 27th inst. under the
command of Col. Foster of the U.S. army, for the purpose
of drawing in the troops at Fort Alabama. They met with
little interruption on their way out from the Indians, and
lost but one man. They constructed a mine within the
fort, so arranged as to blow it up on the opening of a door
to one of the houses; and when on their return march,
about a mile from it, the fort did blow up with a tremendous explosion; and it is supposed that many Indians were
killed by it, as the fort was surrounded by them in great
numbers, and it is presumed also, that they rushed into it
as soon as it was abandoned. Soon after this, the detachment, while on their return to Fort Brooke had a smart
engagement with another party of Indians, about four
hundred strong, in which they lost five killed and eighteen
wounded. The enemy suffered a great deal and were seen
to carry off many of their killed and wounded. They
fought most desperately, and advanced up on our troops
to within thirty paces under cover of the bushes, but were
dislodged by a piece of artillery under the direction of an
officer of the artillery.
Under all these circumstances, and the state of anxiety which exists as to the future intentions of the enemy,
the commanding general has requested that the Concord
may remain here, and for the same reasons the Marines
also, under Lieut. Walton [Waldron]. I think, however,
that they will not be long detained, as I do not believe the
stockade tenable against the immense force which the
enemy will undoubtedly bring against it.
The cutter Washington's provisions will be expended
the early part of the next month, and the time of service
of most of her crew will then expire, when she will, agreeably to your orders, return to Pensacola. Before, and by all
other opportunities I shall have the honor of reporting to
you all the events that may transpire. The troops have
Published by STARS, 2003
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been withdrawn from Charlotte Harbor, and the fishermen and inhabitants, about one hundred in number, are
on their way to Espiritu Santo Bay [Tampa Bay] for the
purpose of fixing themselves on one of the islands at the
entrance of the bay. The Indians, it is said, will send their
periogues [pirogues] from Charlotte Harbor with the
intention of destroying the rancho and fishery belonging
to Captain Bunce; and also, any inhabitants they may find
on either of the other islands which they can probably easily accomplish, as we are about thirty miles distant. I shall
however occasionally send the launch with a twelve pound
Howitzer, accompanied by one of the other boats for their
protection.
I am happy to inform you that the officers and crew of
this ship continue in good health, the number of our sick
list being but three.23
May 2nd
Letter to Lt. Francis B. Ellison, USS Concord, Tampa
Bay
Sir,
You will proceed in the launch, armed and equipped,
with one midshipman, her crew, sixteen in number, a corporal and two Marines, to the mouth of the Great Manatee
River, which you will examine, taking care to guard against
a surprise by the enemy, and ascertain if there are any
23. For Fort Alabama/Foster, see Michael G. Schene, "Fort Foster: A Second
Seminole War Fort," Fforida Historical Qwzrtdy 54 (January 1976): 319-39.
Col. William S. Foster, U.S.A.,was born in New Hampshire, commissioned Lt.
Col. on 8 June 1836, and died 26 November 1839; Heitman, Historical Regwter,
1: 274. For the mine, see House Document 78 (25-2) Serial 323. Several others have reported the same incident John Lee Williams, The T n r i t q of Florida
(Gainesville, Fla., 1962), 234; Cohen, Notices, 19Q; Potter, War in Florda,183.
First LL Nathaniel S. Waldron, U.S.M.C., was born in New Hampshire and
entered the service on 28 September 1831; ASPNA 4: 797. A pirogue was a
canoe, or dugout, hollowed from the trunk of a tree. William Bunce, a sea
captain from Baltimore, engaged in various business enterprises in Florida
before establishing several fishing ranchos around San Carlos Bay, Tampa
Bay, and Charlotte Harbor. He also semed as the pilot for the Concord and
other ships passing in and out of Tampa Bay; Dorothy Dodd, "Captain
Historical Quarterly 25
Bunce's Tampa Bay Fisheries, 1835-1840," &da
(January 1947): 246-56.
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Indians in that vicinity which you will be able to do from
their tracks, from smoke, &c. You will then examine the
coast as far as the islands at the mouth of the harbor, visiting each of them, for the same purpose, viz: Bunce's New
Rancho, the first island south of it, and Egmont Key, after
which you will proceed to Mullet Key where you will send
the cutter Washington, which vessel will tow you up after
you have filled your water.
You will keep a correct journal of your proceedings,
with observations on the character of the coast, and
islands?the soundings, &c, &c from which you will make a
report to me in writing.
You will not permit the men to interfere with the
inhabitants at Bunce's Rancho, nor allow them to encamp
on that island.
Keep your Howitzer at all times loaded as well as your
small arms and be at all times prepared to operate against
any force that the enemy may bring against you.
A party of American inhabitants from Charlotte
Harbor are daily expected to fix themselves on some of
the islands at the mouth of the harbor. If you fall in with
them, you will treat them with great kindness. . .

.*'

May 7th
Letter to Capt. Ezekiel Jones, Cutter Washington,
Tampa Bay
Sir,

You will proceed to Sarasota tomorrow morning, on
which island, it is reported there are a number of
American citizens who are in doubt whether to remain
there, or to fix themselves at Bunce's Island. I wish you to

24. Howitzers,which could fire shells at a high trajecto~ywith excellent precision,
were easily moved from one post to another and into areas where the
Seminoles might be hiding. The "American inhabitants" residing around
Charlotte Harbor and Sarasota may have instead been rancho fishermen and
their families or perhaps black Seminoles; EA. Hammond, "The Spanish
Fisheries of Charlotte Harbor," H u d u Histmica1 Qwzrterly 51 (April 1973):
377; Canter Brown Jr., "The 'Sarrazota, or Runaway Negro Plantations':
Tampa Bay's First Black Community, 1812-1821," Tampa Bay Histoy 12
(fall/winter 1990): 519.
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advise them to the latter course, as their united force will
be ssxcient to repel any descent on that island by the hostile Seminoles.
When you return and report you will receive instructions to proceed to Pensacola, and it is most probable that
Commodore Dallas will direct you, or one of the other
schooners to return and remain in the vicinity of the
island?thisyou can communicate to them.
Be pleased to ascertain the number of individuals,
their general character, & c . ~ ~
May 9th
Letter to Lt. William L. Howard, U.S. Ship Concord,
Tampa Bay
Sir,
You will proceed to Stoney Point, ten miles south of
the island of Sarasota, with the launch and first cutter
under your command in tow of the Revenue Cutter
Dexter, for the purpose of ascertaining the character of
twenty five canoes supposed to be filled with hostile
Indians, and if they should prove to be such, you will do all
in your power to capture or destroy them.
The launch will be armed with a twelve pound
Howitzer, and twenty three officers and men, including
Marines, each provided with a musket, pistol, and cutlass.
The first cutter will have eighteen officers and men armed
in like manner, and each boat will be furnished with provisions for a week.
I expect from your diligence and activity a happy
result of this expedition. . .26
25. At Sarasota, about twenty Indians and Spanish, including women and children, were found fleeing from the hostile Seminoles; Report of Capt. Jones,
Record of Movements, 1: 32.
26. Lt. William L. Howard was born in New Jersey, entered the navy on 10January
1815, and previously served on the En&+rke, ASPNA 4: 57,770. The Revenue
Cutter Dextcrwas built in New York in 1831 and assigned to the navy in 1836;
Record of Mwements, 1: 8182. The Concord was equipped with muskets, musket balls, bayonets, flints, cutlasses, priming wires and brushes, cartridge
papers, punch barrels, and screw drivers; Log of the U.S.S. Cmtcard, National
Archives and Records Service, Records of the Bureau of Naval Personnel,
Record Group 24 (Washington, D.C., 1969).
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May 11th
Cantonment Brooke, or Fort Brooke, is situated on
a level and somewhat elevated plat of ground at the
head of Tampa Bay; commands a fine view of the bay in
front, and is bounded on one side by a pretty river of
fresh water. A mound of considerable elevation, a short
distance from the stockade, affords a still more extensive view both of the bay and surrounding country, and
both together form a beautiful landscape. The mound
is supposed to be artificial, and to have been raised in
honor of the dead, tho' nothing certain is known of
this, as of innumerable other like elevations found all
over the country, even tradition is silent in regard to
them.
The site of the Cantonment covers a large surface of
ground, and before the destruction of the barracks,
which were capable of accommodating a thousand men,
and especially, before the destruction of the long lines
of orange and fig trees, which had been planted with
great regularity, and of the gardens which had been
enclosed, cultivated, and embellished with great care
and taste by the officers, it must have been a very desirable and delightful residence at least for the military.
Almost within a stones throw also, fish in the greatest
variety may be had, and oysters in any quantities and of
excellent quality.
At present there is little else in the way of defense or
accommodation, than a small stockade rudely thrown
together, with two block houses of like construction.
Altho' many hundreds of the fruit trees have been
destroyed, (and it's said 1500 orange trees were wantonly
destroyed by the volunteers! In one night!!) there are still
many orange, fig, and live oaks sprinkled over the
grounds, which are now its principal ornaments, especially the orange trees which are all sizes, young and flourishing.
There are a few houses, perhaps half a dozen, and a
large storehouse, which are all the buildings that remain
at Tampa.
The orange, fig, and live oak flourish very much, and
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the latter, in addition to its other valuable qualities is a
fine shade tree.27
May 28th
Letter to Commodore AlexanderJ. Dallas, Pensacola
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that I have planted a
beacon on Egmont Island, to point out the entrance to
Tampa Bay. It is a spar 80 feet high with a ban-el on it,
painted whzte and black and may be seen before the land.
To enter the bay in safety, bring the beacon to bear E
? S. by compass, then run for it until you strike 3 ? fathoms
water, which will take you over the bar, ?then steer E ? N.
until the beacon bears E. by S. and then follow the northern bank which can always be seen a cable's length. Run
for the beacon to near a cable's length and you will have
10 fathoms water, the beacon bearing South, then run E
by S to 4 ? or 5 fathoms, then E. N. E. 6 miles, and N. E. to
3 fathoms off Mangrove Point, then North to 4 fathoms
and N. E. to the anchorage at Gadsden's Point.28
May 28th
Letter to Gov. R.K. Call, St. Marks
Dear Governor,
I have this moment received your letter dated the 20"
inst. and at daylight tomorrow morning sixty men, under
Lieut. Adams, will be on their way to St. Marks. All you will
have to do will be but to direct the mode in which they can
serve their country, and be assured it will be accomplished, or they will perish in the attempt.

27. Col. George M. Brooke described the "very fine commissary and quartermas
ter's store house" which the soldiers erected in the spring of 1824; Col.
George M. Brooke to Gen. Thomas S. Jesup, 25 April 1824, in Carter,
Tenitorial, 22: 930.
28. This letter was printed in Niles Wtcr50 (16 July 1836): 330; Amy & N a y
C h m u l e 3 (14July 1836): 25; Naval Magmine 1 (July1836): 407408. The first
lighthouse was built on Egmont Key in May 1848;John W. Stafford, "Egmont
Key: Sentinel of Tampa Bay," Tampa Bay Histmy 2 (spring/summer 1980): 1 5
29.
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I send, likewise, the launch and first cutter of this ship,
and the revenue cutter Washington, now acting under my
directions. They are all provisioned for twenty five days
with an abundant supply of ammunition.
I am mortified beyond description that I cannot join
in this glorious expedition with this ship, but her draft of
water is too great to admit her entrance into the passage
your refer to. . . . I have increased the forces to 75 men,
and the want of the means of conveyance alone, prevents
my augmenting it still more.29
June 7th
Passage Key or Island at present occupied by the
friendly Indians, who have been driven from the main, is
little else than a sandy bank without trees or vegetation
except a weed somewhat resembling the reeds.
These people are a mixed race, and complexions of
every hue from a jet black and Indian brown to quite fair
are to be seen amongst them?the Indians, the Spaniards,
the Negro, and every degree of mixture. They seem to be
but very little advanced from a primitive state of existence
except in the dress of the young, and more advanced in
age,?the children, it seems, are not burdened with this
supmjZuity,unless beads or some similar o r n a ~suspendt
ed about their necks are deemed an exception. Their huts
are constructed in the most simple form and of the most
simple materials.
Crotched sticks are driven into the ground at proper
distances and heights, poles are placed across them, and
the sides, as well as roof, thickly covered and secured with
the palmetto or some other leaf, and the dwelling is finished. There is no flooring, nor divisions, and the fire is
kindled in the center of the apartment, an aperture being
29. Richard Keith Call, who served two tenns as territorial governor, also commanded the Florida militia; Herbert J. Doherty Jr., "Richard K. Call vs. the
Historical Qwr&rly 31
Federal Government on the Seminole War,"
(January1953): 163-80. Capt. Jones, cutter Washington, said the purpose of
the expedition was "preventingajunction between the Creeks and Seminoles
which appears to be apprehended by Governor Call"; Record of Movements, 1:
135. Lt. Henry A. Adams was born in Pennsylvania, entered the navy on 14
March 1814, and previously served on the sloop Erie, ASPNA 4: 56,769.
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left in the roof for the smoke to escape. Bedsteads, tables,
&c are also made with crotched sticks and poles, and covered with matting, &c.
They have pots, kettles, &c for cooking, but for eating
they use bowls, spoons, &c made by themselves of some
hard wood. Their corn is ground by a mortar and pestle of
equally rude construction, and is done by the children.
Their principal food is fish, oysters and game and as these
abound, little labor is required to sustain them and they
are consequently very indolent.
The males wear shirts and trousers, the former over
the latter, the females, a short gown and under dress, the
latter so full that one might suppose they had taken the
Turkish trousers for a model. Their movements betray an
absence of familiarity with these evidences of a more
advanced state of civilization. These articles are made of
calico, and odd figures and bright colors seem to be the
prevailing taste among these ladies. Add to this simple
dress, a great profusion of beads of all colors, and sometimes of other ornaments suspended upon their necks,
and I believe the costume of the Indian belle complete for
I think the present mode with her is not to call to her aid
"foreign ornament* to beautifi the extremities?her head
and feet.
The Indians of both sexes here, appear to be a taller
and stronger race than their white brethren,?their features larger and more striking, but less agreeable than
those of the northern tribes. Their children, at least some
of them, are an exception, for their features are regular
with good teeth, and a remarkably bright, intelligent eye."

30. The rancho fishermen of Charlotte Harbor "live in palmetto huts, and in the
most simple manner, their chief articles of food being the fish they catch.
They salt and send to Havana (each establishment having a small schooner
for the purpose) from 6 to 8,000 quintals annually, the usual price being from
3 to 4 dollars per quintal [a quintal equals 101.43 Ibs.]"; William Whitehead
to Lewis McLane, Secretary of the Treasury, 17 November 1831, in House
Document 201 (22-1) Serial 220. George A. McCall regarded the Seminoles
as " in some respects not below the standards of the white man: they have
equal, perhaps superior, quickness and perception, but want strength and
depth of reason, and consequently are without sound judgment"; Letters, 14041.
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June 28th
Letter to Commodore A.J. Dallas, Pensacola
Sir,
After closing my letter of yesterday I landed on one of
the islands near our anchorage and obtained the following information, viz.
One of the friendly Indians went to the main to
hunt and fell in with an Indian of the Mickasookee tribe.
They approached each other in great distrust, but at
length a conversation ensued between them, the purpose of which was that the Mickasookee Indian declared
it to be the intention of his tribe to attempt no hostile
acts until the corn should be ripe and gathered in. He
likewise stated that the greater part of his tribe were now
in the Everglades near Cape Florida, and declared that
the Seminoles could never again be on friendly terms
with the 'pale faces' who had attempted to take their
country from them, and that no consideration would
ever induce them to surrender it. During this interview,
each was armed with a rifle and kept in a position for
immediate use.
Believing as I do that this intelligence may be relied
on, I thought it might be important to communicate it5'
June 29th
The expedition which returned from St. Marks on the
24th inst. consists of Lts. Adams and Howard, P.
Midshipman White, Midshipman Davis, Weed 8c
O'Shaunesey, and a detachment of 60 men and Marines
from the Concord. They sailed on the 2nd inst. in the cutter Washington with the launch and first cutter of the ship
in tow, and arrived at St. Marks Light House on the 5th.
They remained there until the 13th on which day an
express was received from Cov. Call at Tallahassee by Lt.
Adams urging him to make all haste to that place with his

31. Many Seminoles moved south to the Everglades because it was an area where
they felt at home, and "the white man could not go without an Indian or a
Negro guiden;Mahon, History, 129.
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command, as the Indians were said to be advancing upon
it with a force 2,000 strong. He set forward immediately
and arrived at Tallahassee on the 14th where it was soon
ascertained by scouting parties that the rumored movements of the Creeks were all a fabrication. On the 19th, as
no indications of hostility on the part of the enemy were
known and the alarm occasioned by the false reports had
subsided, the detachment left Tallahassee on their return
and got to St. Marks again on the 20th. As there was no
good cause for their further detention at that place, they
embarked on board the cutter and got under way on the
22nd, and came to anchor near the Concord on the 24th
inst.
Doct. Parsons also accompanied the expedition.
During their absence but one Indian was seen and he
is supposed to belong to one of the friendly families near
St. Marks. This result shows how little reliance should be
placed on the thousand rumors, however plausible, that
are always set afloat by people acting under the influence
of fear and especially the fear of the Indians.
St. Marks is situated on the Appalachee river at the
head of the Bay of that name, and some eight miles above
schooner anchorage. It is remarkable as the scene of
some of GeneralJackson's exploits. It was here that by the
sentence of a "Drum Head" Court Martial, Arbuthnot and
Arnbrister were executed as spies. The site of the town is
on low, marshy ground and it is said to be quite unhealthy,
and to contain a population at present not exceeding 200
souls.
Tallahassee is 23 miles north of St. Marks, is built on
much higher ground, and is said to be very healthy. As
the capital of the Territory of Florida it has some good
public buildings and a few good private dwellings, and is
said to be increasing in consideration and population.
The number of its present inhabitants is supposed to be
about 1500.
The detachment were escorted into Tallahassee, on
their arrival there by some volunteer companies of that
place and from thence to their encampment near the
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol82/iss2/6
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town which was named Camp Mix by the citizens in honor
of the commander of the Concord.32
July 6th
Letter to James P. McKinstry, Sailing Master, U.S.S.
Concord, Tampa Bay
Sir,
You will proceed with the officers and men under
your charge to the first good place for encamping to the
northward of the Withlacoochee River. Your object will be
to watch the movements of the Seminoles, and to ascertain whether they are in any numbers along the coast
between the north bank of the river and Tampa. You will
therefore take care to remark all appearances of tracks, &c
kc. To obtain this result, I do not wish you to run any
unnecessary risk of losing your officers and men, and if
the appearance of the shore at the mouth of the
Withlacoochee is such as to afford shelter to the Indians to
the prejudice of your command you will not enter the
river.
Having the utmost confidence in your skill and discretion, I trust your prudence will not permit you to run
any risk that the object required of you will not justify. On
your return from the north you will make a survey of the
coast, noting the bearings of the remarkable points, headlands and their latitude and longitude, and the soundings
at the entrance to rivers, &c.
32. According to Passed Midshipman William Chandler, U.S.N., of the
Constellcrtion, the Seminoles threatened to hold a green corn dance; "A
Tallahassee Alarm of 1836," Florida Historical Quarter4 8 (April 1930): 197.
Alexander Arbuthnot and Robert Arnbrister, British citizens whose syrnpathies for the Seminoles enraged Andrew Jackson, were executed at St. Marks
on 29 April 1818, shortly after their highly controversial trial; Amnican State
Papers: Military AJatrs, 7 vols. (Washington, D.C., 1832-1861), 1: 721-35;
Robert V. Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American E e e , 1767-1821,
1st ed., 2 vols. (New York, 1977); Charles R. Paine, "The Seminole War of
1817-18" (MA. thesis, University of Oklahoma, 1938). An 1853 gazetteer
described the Appalachee River as "navigable . . . for vessels drawing 8 feet of
water," "very crooked," and "impeded by oyster bars." It also noted a number
of public squares, a state house, courthouse, jail, and academy in Tallahassee;
John Hayward, A Gazetteer of the United States of America (Hartford, Conn.,
1853), 560,592.
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You will have little time to effect these objects as our
relief is expected by the 15th inst. by which time you will
return; you will therefore use all dispatch."
August 1st
The Concord was got under way this morning at 2 o'clock for Pensacola, it being 108 days since she left
that place (the 15th April) and 101 days since she
arrived at Tampa Bay (on the 22nd April)?came to
anchor at 8 o'clock off Egmont Key, no wind?at 12
o'clock let go the anchor some miles distant from
Egmont, no winds.34
After several weeks at the Pensacola Navy Yard, the Concord
joined the Boston, St. Louis, and Natcha on regular rotation
between Pensacola, New Orleans, Matamoros, Tampico, and Vera
Cruz. During the following year the sloop completed several additional rotations in the western Gulf and made two trips to Cuba.
While visiting Tampa Bay in March 1837, Mix heard reports that
the war had ended, and that the Seminoles were arriving daily at
Fort Brooke. The war was far from over, however, and evolved into
a riverine conflict as parties of sailors and marines searched for the
Seminoles in the swampy and marshy areas of south Florida and
the everglade^.^^

33. Sailing MasterJames P. McKinstry was born in New York and entered the navy
on 1 February 1826; ASPNA 4: 780. The duties of sailing masters, who ranked
above enlisted men but below commissioned officers, included navigation,
instructing midshipmen, and checking weather conditions; William M.
Fowler Jr., Jack Tars and C o r n d a : The Amnican Nay, 1783-1815 (Boston,
1984), 130,139.
34. On 6 August, the Pensacola Gautte reported "The U.S. Sloop of War Concord
arrived here on Thursday last from Tampa Bay. Ofiicen and crew all well."
35. The Pensacola Gmette noted, "The U.S. Sloop of War Concord, sailed on
Monday last [Aug. 231 on a cruize, it is said, off the Balize and the Texian and
Mexican coasts." For the convoys, blockades, and Texas raiders, see Bauer,
"United States Navy," 47. The A m y 6'Navy Chronicle 3 (14 July 1836): 27
describes the blockade of Texas ports and the large Mexican force "assembling for a descent on Texas"; also 18 March, Mix Private Journal. For the
capitulation of the Seminoles, see Gen. Thomas S. Jesup to Brig. Gen. R.
Jones, 6 March 1837, in House Document 225 (253) Serial 348. Buker
describes riverine warfare as "the extension of naval power to restricted, often
shallow, coastal and inland waterways"; Swamp Sailors, 5. Also United States
Naval History Division, Riverim Wajare: The U.S. Nay's Operations on Inlud
Waters (Washington, D.C., 1969), 1518.
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On August 15, 1837, the navy granted Capt. Mix a leave of
absence and on September 9th, two days after relinquishing cornmand of the Concord, he left Pensacola. The Army &' N a y
Chronick reported that Captain Benjamin Page Jr. had been
ordered "to the command of the U.S. Ship Concord, now on the
West India station, in the place of Com'r Mix, relieved." In
February 1838, Commodore Dallas notified Secretary Dickerson
that the sloop was in commission along the Texas-Mexico coast
under Captain Andrew Fitzhugh. In 1843, after thirteen
admirable years of service, the Concord was lost near Mozambique
on the coast of Africa while under the command of Captain
William B ~ e r u m . ~ ~
In 1839, Commodore Dallas resumed his duties as commandan t of the Pensacola Navy Yard. In 1843, the navy assigned him
to the command of the Pacific Squadron. He was on board the
U.S. Frigate Savannah, anchored in the harbor of Callao, Peru,
when he died of paralysis on September 5, 1844. As news of his
death reached Pensacola, flags in the harbor as well as those at the
Navy Yard and Navy Hospital were lowered to half-mast. In recognition of his service to Florida during the Second Seminole War,
the Army named its post at the mouth of the Miami River overlooking Key Biscayne Bay, Fort alla as.^^
A year and a half after Mix left Pensacola, the National
InteZZigencer reported his death in New York on February 8, 1839,
after a "lingering illness." He was fifty-two years old. Some years

36. 15 August 1837, Mix PrivateJournal; Amy 01Navy Chronicle 5 (14 September
1837): 172; ibid., 5 (7 September 1837): 153. Benjamin Page Jr. was born in
England, entered the navy on 17 December 1810, and previously served on
the Franklin and Congress, ASPNA 1: 748,903; Dallas to Dickerson, 22 February
1838, in Carter, Tm'torial, 25: 484-85. Andrew Fitzhugh was born in Virginia,
entered the navy on 9 June 1811, and served on the John Adam, North
Carolina,and St. Louis, ASPNA 1: 458, 919; 2: 445; 3: 794; Chapelle, HistMy,
358. William Boerum was born in New York, entered the navy on 1
September 1811, and previously served on the Nonesuch, Cyane, and
Constitution; ASPNA 1: 748, 903.
37. Twentieth Century, vol. 3; Edward C. Anderson, Florida Territory in 1844: 7 7 ~
Diary of Master Edward C. Anderson, United States Nay, ed. W. Stanley Hoole
(University, Ala., 1977), 56; William M. Straight, "Fort Dallas, A Most
Salubrious Post," Jouml of the Rmida Medkal Association 69 (August 1982):
706707.
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later his widow, Ann, attributed his death to "a disease contracted
upon the inhospitable coast and riven of F l ~ r i d a . ~ ~
For the thousands of soldiers, sailors, marines, and volunteers
who took part in the Second Seminole War, the chances of dying
from a noxious disease were better than being scalped and disemboweled by hostile Indians. " [A]s it is in most wars," historianJohn
Mahon reminded us, "disease was the greatest murderer." The
navy reported sixty-nine deaths but some men, like Mix, succumbed long after their service in Florida ended. The actual number of casualties may never be known.3g
The Second Seminole War was the largest Indian conflict in
which the navy played a role. Sailors of the West India Squadron
carried out coastal expeditions, rescued terrorized citizens,
marched as foot soldiers, fought the Seminoles, and helped
defend military posts. At Tampa Bay, Mix commanded Gulf operations, coordinated with army forces on inland campaigns, directed revenue cutters along the coast, and supervised detachments of
marines. His nautical expertise, good judgment, and superior
leadership made him an excellent choice for the undertaking.

38. National ZnteUigencer (11 February 1839); "List of Deaths in the Navy, As
Ascertained by the Department, Since the 1st of Dec., 1838," in House
Document 2 (261) Serial 363. In November 1839, the navy awarded Ann Mix
a pension of $30.00 a month from the date of her husband's death; ibid., 588.
The navy also eventually paid her $5,006 for the unlimited use of Mix's invention, U.S. Patent #998. Although his "cable chain stopper" had been installed
on numerous ships, Mix had never been compensated by the navy; House
Document 56 (261) Serial 364, House Report 476 (26-1) Serial 371; House
Report 74 (29-1) Serial 488; and Conpsional ClobG 46 (29 April 1846): 728.
39. Mahon, History, 325.
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